
FEMININE ENCHANTMENT
A one-day retreat :: Own your divine power through dance, movement, and magick

RETREAT SCHEDULE:
10 am: Opening of Circle 
Enjoy tea and light snacks while we come in circle to meet, talk, and kick the day off with a journaling exercise. Journals 
provided!

11 am: Elemental Emotion with Tara
Feeling drained, anxious, or stuck in your everyday life? How we feel on an emotional level is linked to our physical 
health, our erotic expression, and the flow of energy within. That energy is the fuel with which we soar in every aspect of our 
lives—be that in personal relationships, career, or creative pursuits. Tap into your raw, primal power during this mat-based 
experience. Allow yourself to be guided through breath, sound, and movement rituals to deepen self-awareness, and celebrate 
the tempestuous beauty of our rich emotions. Let yourself have fun, get messy, and explore new territory within yourself!

Noon–1:30: Yoni Egg + Sensual Movement with Desirè
Note: this experience will include an introduction to yoni eggs, and each participant will be gifted a yoni egg to bring home! You are 
welcome to wear your provided yoni egg (time will be provided to take turns using the restroom to insert,) but it is not required!
Utilizing sensual floor movement, breath work and embodiment prompts, integrate a yoni egg into your movement 
practice to awaken your sensual feminine and explore moving from your power source. Honoring all cycles, this sensual 
movement experience gently guides you out of your head and into the body. Explore a sensual movement methodology 
that can be practiced anywhere, anytime.

1:30 pm: Lunch
Refuel during this buffet-style meal while enjoying conversation and connection with your fellow enchantresses!

2:15 pm: Senusous Stretch with Tara
Rev your divine feminine fire while being guided throughout this sumptuous stretch and body warming experience.

3 pm: Esoerotic Dance with Crimson
Esoeroticism is esoteric intention (internal, mystical, enigmatic) combined with erotic movement (sexual, sensual, 
raw.) Learn to feel comfortable and empowered exploring soulful sensuality through transformative dance movement. 
During this experience, we’ll breakdown seductive floor work techniques, then fuse them together in a titillating 
choreographed sequence!

4 pm: Magick Candle Ritual with Crimson
Tap into your inner high priestess while learning this witchy manifestation technique! We will begin with a fire release 
ritual, then set magickal intentions, and finally cast our spell!

4:45 pm: Freestyle Dance Ceremony
Dance free, wild woman! Allow yourself to integrate your emotions and practices from the day and express yourself 
during this freestyle dance ceremony! We will dance together in empowered community, then hold space as we dance for 
each other in small groups! 

6–7:30 pm: Goddess Dinner
Change into your goddess-inspired garb and adorn yourself for this indulgent, celebratory affair! We’ll sit around the 
table and dine together over dinner, wine (and non-alcoholic cider) and of course dessert! 

Please bring a reusable water bottle (yay mother earth!) as well as knee pads and foot coverage; heels welcome but not required. You can 
wear any outfit that makes you feel wildly sexy, comfortable, and free! Some ideas include a lacy teddy, silky kimono, stretchy bodysuit, 
oversized flannel, comfy yoga pants, or an oversized tee!  Please also bring a change of clothes and adornment for our goddess dinner!


